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Appendix B

Hypothesis distribution

B.1 Introduction

The MuTagIMO tagging algorithm deploys several techniques to optimize muon tagging
efficiency and reduce the misidentification rate. One of the sources of misidentifica-
tion is the association of segments to the wrong track when multiple tracks match the
same segments. A track selection method is presented in section 4.6.2, based on a
discriminating variable, the rejection factor fR, built from three matching variables:
fR(nSeg, locY, αyz). The claim was made that given that:

� the rejection factor is factorizable in its three matching variables

� and that the separate rejection factors fR(nSeg), fR(locY) and fR(αyz) are pro-
perly parametrized

that the discriminating variable will be optimal when the matching variables are uncor-
related.

Furthermore, to verify whether the two conditions are met the distribution of the
parametrized variables should be linear versus its parametrization, as will be shown in
the following section. We will start with proving that this holds for a parametrization
of a distribution of one variable.

B.2 Testing the hypothesis of a distribution

For a given distribution D(x) we write down a parametrization t(x) of that distribution:
D(x) ≡ t(x). A distribution which can be parametrized by a bijective function is taken,
i.e. a transformation in which one t(x) value exists for each value of x. For such a
function, its inverse exist.

We test a measured distribution D̃(x) to be compatible with the hypothesis of the
parametrized distribution by evaluating the distribution D̃(t). For each value of x from
distribution D̃(x) we calculate t and we look at the distrubtion of t.
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Hypothesis distribution

Since a bijective transformation is taken, one can write down the distribution of t in
terms of x,

D̃(t) = D̃(x(t)) (B.1)

And since a bijective transformation has an inverse, this is the same as

D̃(t) = D̃(D−1(t)) (B.2)

Given that the bijective transformation was indeed a proper parametrization of the
distribution, e.g. D̃(x) ∼ D(x) we can write

D̃(t) = D(D−1(t)) = t (B.3)

This works too for the parametrization of ratios of distributions, as is the case for
the rejection factor defined in section 4.6.2. In that case one can test the correctness of
the parametrization of the rejection factor by verifying that the following holds:

Pµ(t)

Pfake(t)
= t = fR(x) (B.4)

B.3 Factorization of the rejection factors

We built the total rejection factor fR(nSeg, locY, αyz) out of the product of the in-
dividual rejection factors as is done in Eq. 4.16. The claim that this factorized total
rejection factor is the optimal rejection, however, is only true when the different variables
nSeg, locY and αyz are uncorrelated.

For uncorrelated variables, the ratio of the distributions may be factorized as follows:

Pµ(nSeg, locY, αyz))

Pfake(fR(nSeg, locY, αyz))
=

Pµ(nSeg)

Pfake(nSeg)
· Pµ(locY )

PfakelocY )
· Pµ(αyz))

Pfake(αyz)
(B.5)

fR(nSeg, locY, αyz) = fR(nSeg) · fR(locY ) · fR(αyz) (B.6)

Each rejection factor per variable obeys, when properly parametrized, Equation B.4.
In that case, the ratio of the distributions of the rejection factors

P̃µ(fR(nSeg, locY, αyz))

P̃fake(fR(nSeg, locY, αyz))
=

P̃µ(fR(nSeg))

P̃fake(fR(nSeg))
· P̃µ(fR(locY ))

P̃fake(fR(locY ))
· P̃µ(fR(αyz))

P̃fake(fR(αyz))
(B.7)

is the same as

fR(nSeg) · fR(locY ) · fR(αyz) = fR(nSeg, locY, αyz) (B.8)

Figure 4.12-b shows exactly this relation, although on a logarithmic representation,
proving that the variables are uncorrelated and that the distributions were properly
parametrized.
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